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The interior scientific decision-making of university had been regarding 
gradually since 1980s, and it becoming the core of the interior management of 
university. With the development of higher education and deepening of the 
system reform of higher education management, university needs face to 
challenges not only from market economy, knowledge economy and the 
international competition, but also from reformation of interior management 
itself. Under the conditions of them, the issue of the interior scientific 
decision-making of university is standing out the importance. But after 
investigating, we found that there are still many disfigurements in status quo. 
Trying to settle these problems is the aim of the thesis. 
This thesis consists of three parts: introduction, principal part (the first five 
chapters, concluding part (chapter six). 
Introduction: focusing on illustrating the background, significance, 
structure, and method of this research, the concept of “decision-making”.  
Principal part: firstly, introduces the post-research and sums up some 
research angles and traits of them. Secondly,  describes the historical track of the 
interior scientific decision-making of university in china, pointing out the 
evolvement process of it experiencing from experiential to scientific 
decision-making, from centralized to democratic decision-making. Thirdly, 
defines some concepts related the guarantee mechanism of interior scientific 
decision-making of university. Fourthly, analyses the status quo of it and point 
out some disfigurements. Lastly, introduces foreign countries’ interior scientific 
decision-making of university, point out some advantages of them.  
Concluding part, based on the research of the function request of the 
guarantee mechanism, constructs a preliminary pattern of the guarantee 
mechanism of interior scientific decision-making of university consists of 
dynamic guarantee and static guarantee mechanism. Dynamic guarantee include 
goal guiding, democracy joining, deliberation and consultation, supervision and 
feedback and so on. Static guarantee include organization guarantee, technique 
guarantee, system guarantee and so on.  
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